Clinician Perspectives on the Management of Abnormal Subcritical Tests in an Urban Academic Safety-Net Health Care System.
Missed or delayed follow-up of abnormal subcritical tests (tests that do not require immediate medical attention) can lead to poor patient outcomes. Safety-net health systems with limited resources and socially complex patients are vulnerable to safety gaps resulting from delayed management. Clinician perspectives to identify system challenges, vulnerable situations, and potential solutions were sought in focus groups. Five semistructured focus groups were conducted in 2015 with purposefully sampled clinicians from radiology, hospital medicine, emergency medicine, risk management, and ambulatory care from an urban, academic, integrated, safety-net health system. Thematic analysis identified challenges of current management of abnormal subcritical tests, vulnerable situations, and solution characteristics. A total of 43 clinicians participated. Clinicians cited challenges in assigning responsibility for follow-up and identified tests pending at discharge and tests requiring delayed follow-up as vulnerable situations. The lack of tracking systems and missing contact information for patients and providers exacerbated these challenges. Proposed solution characteristics involved protocols to aid in assigning responsibility, reliable paths of communication, and systems to track the status of tests. Clinicians noted a strong desire for integration of the work flow and technology solutions into existing structures. In an urban safety-net setting, clinicians recommended outlining clear chains of responsibility and communication in the management of subcritical test results, and employing simple, integrated technological solutions that allow for tracking and management of tests. Existing test management solutions should be adapted to work within safety-net systems, which often have fewer resources and more complex patients and may function in the absence of integrated technology systems.